
National Transportation Stakeholders Forum:  Orlando, FL;  June 7-9, 2016 

WIEB Staff Report 
 

I left the house at 5AM, got to DIA (using the new “A-train”) in plenty of time, boarded the 

airplane, learned (after a half-hour of at-the-gate checking) that the wing tip lights were faulty, got 

off that plane and boarded another, waited for delivery of service carts, flew four hours to MCO 

(named for the former McCoy Air Force Base), figured out how to get into town, and waited while 

tropical storm Colin passed through…..rather dramatic. Riding shot-gun on the van ride, I learned 

the following from the driver: 

 Though at least 250 miles north of Florida’s southern tip, Orlando is at the headwaters of the 

Everglades. The Seminoles often escaped invaders by vanishing into the swamp; 

 Orlando is the lightening capital of the world (this may require verification); 

 For $126 one can gain admission to Disney World, where one can then wait for rides; 

 For merely $69 one can gain admission to SeaWorld. Admissions there have declined since the 

Orca phase-out announcement, but they plan a whopper roller coaster to take up the slack; 

Based on my own observation, I concluded (from a Denver perspective) that Orlando is muggy.  

 

Ron Johnson, from the Prairie Island Indian Community, ably served as master of ceremonies at this 

NTSF, making all introductions for plenary sessions. 

 

Talia Martin, from the Shoshone-Bannock in Idaho, provided a nice remembrance for Willie 

Preacher, who, in addition to his engagement in our process, was a well-known artist and story-

teller. 

 

Opening Keynote: Frank Marcinowski, DOE-EM 

Marcinowski is Acting Associate Principle Deputy Secretary of DOE-EM. He noted that there is 

still no disposal path for GTCC waste, and that the change of administrations (and the FY’18 

budget) will be difficult, but maintained that DOE-EM is making “steady progress at most sites”. He 

did not discuss the recently announced DOE-EM re-organization. 

 

Marcinowski then reviewed the status at several DOE-EM sites: 

 ID: The “integrated waste treatment unit” for sodium bearing waste will miss its Sept.’16 

deadline; 

 HANF: There is progress at K-basin, and in retrieval of tank waste, but there are legal issues (re 

the 2036 start-of-vitrification operations) and funding challenges. 

 LANL: Environmental work will be transferred to DOE-EM. It will be a couple years before 

LANL can resume TRU operations. 

 NV: NV is the only off-site LLRW facility in the DOE complex. As such it receives “unique 

waste streams”, some of which are problematic for State and local governments. (See the second 

of two closing plenaries.) 

 ORNL: The TRU waste processing center is making progress. 120 shipments of CH-TRU east 

(to WIPP) are expected. 



 Portsmouth/Paducah: Has encountered regulatory issues (re use of Clive for DUF6 disposal) in 

Utah.  A new onsite disposal cell is in planning at Portsmouth-Paducah, but Marcinoeski did not 

mention the waste stream. 

 SRS: Contact-handled TRU is ready to ship. A salt waste processing facility should be 

completed in FY’16. 

 West Valley: The melter and tanks will be shipped to WCS, beginning in September. 

 MOAB: Mill tailings are being shipped to Crescent Junction, UT…….the purpose (treatment? 

disposal?) wasn’t mentioned. 

 

Marcinowski noted that Energy Solutions and WCS are working towards a merger, but did not 

discuss the reasons or the possible implications. 

 

Regarding GTCC (DOE) and GTCC-like (non-DOE) wastes, Marcinowski noted that action was 

authorized by the Energy policy Act of 2005 (PL 109-58), that the EIS was completed earlier this 

year, and that DOE-EM “owes Congress a report”. 

 

Marcinowski showed us the current DOE-EM route map, presumably available on the website. 

Among “current issues” he included “pending regulatory actions affecting commercial facilities”, 

but did not elaborate. 

 

Program Briefings 
Program briefings were provided by Mike Wangler (DOE-EM), Melissa Bates (DOE-NE-NFST), 

Tony Hsia (NRC), and Kevin Blackwell (FRA). Tidbits for HLRW Committee members: 

 NRC is re-visiting 10CFR71 (re transport). The results should be available in 2018. 

 NRC recently issued regulations on retrievability of canister-based SNF (in April’16), and 

NUREG-1927 (Rev.1) regarding dry storage. 

 NRC received the WCS application in late April, and expects to receive the Holtec/Eddy-Lea 

application in November. 

 Kevin Blackwell noted that crude oil transport is the current FRA priority. 

 FRA is revisiting its routing regulations for short lines. 

 He noted that freight shipments will soon use LNG (liquid natural gas, travelling in a tender just 

behind the locomotive) for freight shipment, including, prospectively, SNF dedicated trains. 

 He also noted that the Rail/Routing WG is considering inspection protocols comparable to 

CVSA Level 6, and that a NRC report on high burn-up fuel is expected in late 2016. 

 

Tribal and SRG Updates 

 John Giarrusso (CSG-NE) noted that the Pilgrim reactor (in MA) and the Fitzpatrick reactor (in  

NY) will shut-down in June 2017; the Oyster Creek reactor (in NJ) will shut-down in 2019._ 

 Richard Arnold (Pahrump Paiute tribe) noted the January 2016 Tribal Caucus, and the addition 

of a couple of tribes from California and from southeastern U.S. 

 Alan Jacobson (SSEB) noted WIPP-TAG plans for an exercise in the Fall, to gear up for the 

resumption of WIPP shipments. This will include a review and update of the WIPP-PIG, a mock 

transportation event (on the INL to Carlsbad route), a tabletop exercise involving safe parking, 

and a TRANSCOM test. 



 Tammy Ottmer (WIEB) noted our new member (Justin Cochran), our Spokane meeting, and our 

policy update initiative. 

 

Opening Plenary: Bill Mackie (CBFO Director of Business Operations) 

Bill reviewed the status of key WIPP recovery efforts: 

 The new safety analysis will address seven types of potential events; 

 Eight weeks of “cold operations” are currently underway; 

 However, shipment resumption (date, rate, & queue) is uncertain; 

 Carrier contracts will be re-competed: the CAST contract in June 2017; Visionary Solutions in 

July 2017. 

 

Technical Workshop: Testing and Certification for SNF Transportation Containers 

Doug Ammerman and Carlos Lopez (both from Sandia) conducted the workshop, using a good set 

of slides-with-videos, which addressed testing, model calibration, and evaluation. Most vendor cask 

assessment flows through Sandia and through Ammerman-Lopez. Extended and elaborated, this 2-

hour workshop (which continued for a full 2.5 hours) is recommended in WIEB HLRW Policy B-1. 

 

Ad Hoc Working Groups: NTSF Newsletter Editorial Board. 
Tammy Ottmer (with Uldis V.) conducted the meeting—an evaluation of the recent newsletter, and 

a look forward to upcoming newsletters. 

 The newsletter goes to the entire NTSF distribution list; 

 Articles should be about 1,500 words; 

 Article guidelines will be further developed; 

 Ji Wiley and Katelyn Tye have volunteered to copy edit; but Joe Martinez (editor-in-chief) may 

also copy edit. (I tried to raise serial edits as a problem for article producers.) 

 Articles can include hyperlinks, and the inclusion of photos is encouraged; 

 For the moment, the newsletter will be produced quarterly, but a shift to every-four-months will 

be considered; 

 The next newsletter may include articles on advanced reactor legislation and the West Valley 

melter shipment, among other topics. 

 

Ad Hoc Working Groups: Rail/Routing. 

Mike Stead (IL), Tony Leshinski (VT), and Erica Bickford (NFST) conducted the meeting, which 

was heavily attended. Mark Abkowitz provided a summary of START 2.0 and his objectives for this 

route assessment tool. Mark notes efforts to incorporate “routing logic” in to START—essentially, 

predicting routes that carriers will select for shipments of crude oil, PIH and other high-hazard 

shipments. Mark also notes potential use of START in considering “how transportation fits into the 

whole waste disposition process”. At the moment, however, I am not clear what exactly he has in 

mind. 

 

The Work Group discussed derail data, which carriers are required to maintain. Evidently, “derails” 

include minor events at transfer points and rail-yards as well as significant events when a train goes 

partly or entirely “off the rails”. Steve Maheras and Jim Williams expressed interest in conducting 

an examination to make useful distinctions in derail data. 



 

Tim Runyon noted that hazmat shipments can deviate from the selected primary and secondary 

routes (identified via the “PHMSA” process) if there is valid reason to do so. He did not say what 

these reasons might be.  

 

Breakout Sessions: Tools for Informing States, Tribes and the Public 

The tools included the CBS website (Mike Reim, NFST), UNF-ST&NDARDS & CURIE (Matt 

Feldman, ORNL), and START (Mark Abkowitz, Vanderbilt Univ. and NorthWind). I was the 

moderator for this session, and my notes are rather deficient. 

 

Somewhat surprisingly, the discussion was particularly lively regarding UNF-ST&NDARDS—the 

database (with models) by which DOE tracks the status and location of SNF for which it is (via 

NWPA) responsible. Based on UNF-ST&NDARDS, DOE labs have developed numerous analyses, 

some of which are cleared for inclusion on the CURIE website. The website includes a map, from 

which one can assemble site-by-site summary data. Several questions suggestions the development 

of additional summaries useful in “higher level” program discussion. 

 

Afternoon Keynote:  John Kotek, DOE-NE (Acting Assistant Secretary) 

John reviewed the larger picture, noting the need to “decarbonize the electricity sector” (addressed 

in DOE’s upcoming Quadrennial Energy Review), the fact that average reactor age is now over 309 

years and could reach 60, and the possibility that advanced reactors could be in the market place by 

the 2030s. 

 

He briefly addressed the questions “Why deal with it now?” and “What’s a solution look like?” In 

response to a question regarding an “integrated system” he noted that “minimizing transportation 

has its benefits”. 

 

State Regional Group Meetings: WIPP-TAG 

Bill Craig chaired the meeting, which was attended by Rich B. (vice-chair), Justin C., Tammy O., 

Kerry Martin, Eletha T., Roger M., Denise Brooks, and Jim DeFreeze among others. 

 

Bill Mackie, Andy Walker and James Mason attended for an extended discussion regarding the re-

start of WIPP shipments: 

 Evidently SRS cleanup includes 36MT of Pu, of which 6MT has been “down-blended”: for 

shipment as TRU waste. 

 Shipment resumption will occur only when the “Operations Readiness Report” (now in Phase 1) 

is completed and approved by management. 

 WIPP is now considered a “contaminated mine”. Protective clothing and booties will be required 

going forward—for workers and (presumably) also for visitors. 

 

Closing Plenary #1:  Rail Safety Disciplines (Kevin Blackwell (FRA) served as moderator.)  

Mike Stead (IL) discussed the FRA State Participation Program, as authorized by 49 CFR 212.  

 Thirty-one states participate to some degree. 

 Participants receive FRA training, but no other federal support.  



 About 1% of U.S. Class 1 railroads are inspected each year. 

 Track inspection is done by walking, or by hi-rail vehicle. 

 The recent Oregon derailment1 was caused by a problem with track gauge, not alignment, cross-

level, or switches and frogs. 

 

Rick Resnak (?sp, FRA Region 3) and Rich Leggett (FL DOT) discussed their programs; 

 Resnak is baffled to understand why train crews continue to “run their switches”.  

 Leggett says that state programs provide “additional eyes” but cover only 1% of Florida rail 

track. 

 He also noted that rail carrier cooperation is essential, but that rail carriers “have a tendency to 

be arrogant”. 

 Florida rail inspector pay is insufficient, but participation “allows the state to be in on the 

conversation” (with FRA and carriers). 

 

Kevin Blackwell noted the recent audit of the rail inspection program in Montana2. In response to a 

question, he stated that FRA covers training costs for state participation programs, but does not 

contribute to salary costs. 

 

Closing Plenary #2:  Stakeholder Perspectives on LLRW Transport to NNSS (NV) 

Rob Balick (? sp), DOE-NNSS Environmental Manager, noted that these (LLRW) shipments are not 

regulated by NRC, do not use Hoover Dam or the I-15/US-95 interchange. There have been 2,500 

shipments over two years, of which about 25% “overnight” in Nevada. 

 

Richard Arnold noted that “states don’t speak for tribes” and that people don’t distinguish between 

different levels (and types) of radiation, but that “the land doesn’t know what you’re doing to it”. He 

mentioned tribal input on re-vegetation. 

 

Joe Ziegler (Nye County) stated that “the risks (in LLRW transport) arte low, but that doesn’t mean 

there are no impacts”. In Pahrump in particular, the impacts should be addressed via investment in 

better road shoulders and turnouts, and/or a bypass. The WIPP project included a bypass of Santa 

Fe; NNSS shipments bypass Las Vegas; why not a bypass of Pahrump? Nye County also supports I-

11 corridor development. 

 

Phil Klevorick (Clark Co.) said that the LLRW route restrictions began in the mid-1990s as a 

gentleman’s agreement, but were formalized two years ago. 80% of LLRW shipments to NNSS still 

go through Clark County—just not through Las Vegas. The State of NV signed off on U-233 

shipments without consultation with the affected local governments. The I-11 corridor is approved 

by Congress, but is only partly funded. 

 

Fred Dilger (State of NV) said that consultation did, in fact, involve the local governments, that the 

2004 site-wide EIS include route restrictions, and that there’s a need for a revised definition of 

LLRW, which is now defined by what it is not rather than what it is. Fred also mentioned the 2015 

                                                      
1   See attached. 
2   See attached. 



flash flood and explosion, caused by contact of sodium with water, at which Nye County was the 

first responder. 

 

Next NTSF 

Rich Penny announced that the 2017 NTSF will be at the Station Square Sheraton Hotel in 

Pittsburg, PA on June 6-9. 

 

Parting Thought 

I left Orlando on Friday morning. Early Sunday morning we began receiving reports of the mass 

shooting (50 dead and 50 wounded) at the Pulse nightclub, about 10 miles northeast of the Rosen 

Plaza Hotel. 

 

 


